AGI/ESIC Spring Semester 2021 Seminars

Note: All seminars scheduled via TEAMS from 11 AM - 12 PM (PT)
Email vcea.agi@wsu.edu for TEAMS link

March 23, 2021

**WSU-PNNL Nuclear Science and Technology Institute**
*And Nuclear Small Modular Reactors R&D*

James Boncella (Professor, WSU Department of Chemistry
Co-Director, WSU-PNNL Nuclear Science and Technology Institute)

Mike Hagood (WSU Advisor, retired Director of Regional Initiatives, Idaho National Laboratory)

April 6, 2021

**Transactive Systems for the Shared Energy Economy**

Thomas McDermott (Distributed Systems Group and the Solar Sub Sector Lead, PNNL)

Michael Diedesch (Avista Grid Innovation Lab Manager)

Anjan Bose (Regents Professor and Distinguished Professor of Power Engineering WSU)

April 27, 2021

**Network Microgrids as Decarbonization**
*And Resiliency Resources*

Kevin Schneider (Chief Engineer and Manager PNNL and Manager of the Distribution and Demand Response Sub-Sector)

Gowtham Kandaperumal (Ph.D. Candidate School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Washington State University and WSU-PNNL Distinguished Graduate Research fellow Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)

More information on AGI, [https://natlab.wsu.edu/grid/](https://natlab.wsu.edu/grid/), or for more information on ESIC, [https://esic.wsu.edu/](https://esic.wsu.edu/)

Questions?: Linda Howell, AGI Administration and Communications Coordinator, vcea.agi@wsu.edu